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SGA CANADA

Bill & Judy
Ball
It is with heartfelt gratitude we express our appreciation to everyone of our faithful supporters!
Your prayers, gifts, calls, texts, cards, emails and
visits have all served to affirm our decision in
joining Slavic Gospel Association—Canada.
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LEADERSHIP TRANSITION
The transition of leadership was
formally completed February 1,
2016. We anticipate many opportunities meeting long term
adherents of the ministry and
developing new partners as the
work advances.

MINISTRY TRIPS
For the last two weeks of February we are representing SGA in Florida—
somebody has to do it! We will serve as the speaker and resident pastor
at a seniors Christian RV park. We are looking forward to being with
dear friends and meeting new ones.

Pastor Terry
Woodcock
Maritime
Coalition, NB

March 5-8, Bill will be visiting our Maritime Coalition of
churches. They have had a strategic relationship in Nizhny
Novgorod, Russia, for a number of years. Later in the month
we will visit our US office, developing significant working
relationships and speaking at their staff chapel time.

Dr. Bob Provost
President SGA US
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SGA INTERNATIONAL MEETING
April 4-6, our global team (US, Canada, UK,
New Zealand and Australia) will gather in
California for an in depth time of advancing
the work. With all the global changes in the
world and missions, we can no longer function
as we always have.

NORTHERN ONTARIO
Two trips to our northern Ontario churches
(Parry Sound & Emo) will strengthen our
ties in ministry.

TRIP TO UMAN, UKRAINE
The last two weeks of May will be spent with a group of 10
men in Uman, Ukraine, building a church. We have already met to plan and prepare everyone for a life changing experience. Some of our guys need financial assistance
so anything you could do will be appreciated.

PERSONAL
Your interest, prayers and concern for our lives
is sensed every day. We need more people to
partner with us financially as well. Many thanks
to those who have given so generously. Call or
write and let us know how we can serve together.

May is a Board meeting
month when we bring our
team together for reporting and visioning.
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